FRACTURE COVER THAT'S A BREAK FROM THE NORM

Absence from work because of illness or injury is one of the biggest risks your clients face. And broken bones could mean weeks off work if someone can’t get around easily or continue to do their job.

That’s why our Income Protection includes fracture cover as standard. It doesn’t affect your clients’ main Income Protection cover and they won’t need to wait for their chosen deferred period to end before making a claim - they’ll be able to get financial help straightaway.

Some fractures are more debilitating than others, so the amount your clients get will depend on where their fracture is. This is shown in the diagram below.

Skull (open fracture) - £4,000
Skull (closed fracture) - £2,500
Cheekbone - £1,500
Jaw - £2,000
Collar bone - £1,000
Sternum - £1,500
Arm - £2,500
Vertebra - £2,000
Pelvis - £2,000
Upper leg - £4,000
Lower leg - £2,500
Foot - £1,500 (excluding toes)
Wrist - £1,500
Hand - £1,500 (excluding fingers and thumbs)
Knee - £4,000
Ankle - £2,000

**OUR FRACTURE COVER**

- 18 specific fractures covered
- automatically included with Income Protection
- claims paid in addition to Income Protection payments
- multiple fractures covered in the same claim, up to a £4,000 limit
- up to two claims in each 12 month period
- no standard exclusions for specific amateur sports or hobbies

THIS IS FOR FINANCIAL ADVISER USE ONLY AND SHOULDN’T BE RELIED UPON BY ANY OTHER PERSON.
KEY BENEFITS OF OUR FRACTURE COVER

INCLUDED AS STANDARD
There’s no additional cost for our fracture cover, it’s automatically included in your clients’ Income Protection premiums.

NO DEFERRED PERIOD
Although our fracture cover is included with Income Protection as standard, claims don’t affect the main cover. That means your clients won’t need to wait for their chosen deferred period to end before getting their payout - they’ll get the financial help they need, when they need it.

MULTIPLE FRACTURES COVERED IN THE SAME CLAIM
Unlike some other providers, if your client fractures more than one bone, they won’t need to choose which fracture to claim for. We cover multiple fractures in the same claim - up to the maximum of £4,000 per claim. So for example, if a client fractured their ribs (£1,000), wrist (£1,500) and hand (£1,500) in an accident, they could claim for all three fractures.

UP TO TWO CLAIMS IN 12 MONTHS
Your clients can make up to two fracture cover claims in each 12 month period. That’s a potential maximum payout of £8,000 for clients unlucky enough to suffer separate fractures within 12 months.

NO STANDARD EXCLUSIONS
Some providers won’t pay out if your client suffers a broken bone as a result of playing certain amateur sports, like rugby. We don’t have standard exclusions for fracture cover - we keep it simple by only applying exclusions to fracture cover if they apply to your client’s Income Protection.

A HELPING HAND
We understand that if your client suffers a serious break or multiple fractures, they might need extra support to help them recover and get back to work. That’s why all our Menu Plans include our Helping Hand support service. It gives them access to a dedicated nurse who’ll provide tailored and personal support. Their nurse can also arrange additional services, such as occupational therapy or physiotherapy, if they think that’s what’ll benefit someone the most.

Helping Hand is a package of support services, provided by third parties that aren’t regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. These services aren’t part of our terms and conditions, so can be amended or withdrawn at any time.

HOW TO MAKE A FRACTURE COVER CLAIM
We want to make it as quick and easy as possible to make a claim with us. If your client suffers a fracture, they should call 0345 6094 500 to speak to one of our claims specialists. And we’ll need to see a letter from their GP or from a hospital, which confirms their fracture. We only cover the fractures specified - fatigue, stress and hairline fractures are not covered. Full terms and conditions can be found in our Income Protection plan details.

You can find out more about our Income Protection and fracture cover at adviser.royallondon.com/protection.